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Occasionally I will post a message on my Facebook page asking everyone to come 
together with focused prayer and/or energy healing for a tragedy that has occurred. 
Yesterday (May 20, 2013), I made the request for group prayer and healing after the 
devastating tornadoes ripped apart communities outside of Oklahoma City. Early 
reports the next morning tell us that at least 50 people are dead, 2 elementary schools 
received a direct hit, and a horse farm (with an estimated 75-100 horses killed) was 
decimated from the EF-4 tornado. My initial reaction was to call on all of you to come 
together with me in group healing for the area of Moore, Oklahoma. So it seems 
appropriate to talk about the power of coming together in prayer and healing.  
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When two people or more come together in focused prayer or to send distant energy 
healing, their energy is amplified and more powerful. As a Master energy therapist, I 
often send healing to people, animals, communities and the planet via distant energy 
healing techniques. So how does distant or remote prayer and healing work?  And how 
do these techniques amplify in groups? 
 
Dr. Richard Gerber, M.D. in his seminal book Vibrational Medicine: The #1 Handbook on 
Subtle-Energy Therapies (2001), devoted an entire chapter to the practice of energy 
healing and distant healing. In the book, Dr. Gerber discussed research studies that 
have validated the effects of energy healing and distant energy healing and prayer. One 
study discussed was conducted by Dr. Robert Miller, a research scientist from Atlanta, 
who tested and validated increased magnetic emissions from the hands of healers. Dr. 
Miller conducted a test where a healer sent energy to rye grass at a specific time. The 
grass was attached to a machine that detected growth. Normal growth was measured at 
6.25 thousands of an inch per hour. From a distance of 600 miles away, the healer 
sent energy at the designated time and the rye grass grew at a rate of 52.5 thousands of 
an inch per hour. That is an 840% increase in the growth rate!  (Vibrational 
Medicine, page 314)  The healer prayed and visualized the plants filled with light and 
energy and the results were measurable. WOW!  
 
Researchers have also found that when groups of meditators come together in 
meditation, crime rates dropped in those locations and then rose after the meditators 
left. Ilya Prigogine, a Noble Prize recipient, tested a theory that a group of people can 
shift energy.  Check out this amazing conclusion! 
 

The great number of meditators working together in peace and love 
created an energy effect that was able to shift the equilibrium of the whole 
system in a very nondirective way. That is, their healing intent caused 
energetic changes in the whole population without their actually directing 
energy at specific individuals in the involved cities. This spreading ripple of 
peace and tranquility shifted the chaotic equilibrium of life toward a 
slightly more peaceful side, which lasted for the few days or weeks that 
meditation groups met. Although these studies looked at groups of 
[Transcendental Meditation] meditators, theoretically healers sending out 
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coherent healing energy with great intention might have similar, if not more 
powerful, effects upon local planetary fields and their inhabitants. 
(Vibrational Medicine, page 531) 

 
In his book, Dr. Gerber also addressed how crystals can be charged and amplified to 
send healing. “Because quartz crystals are thought-energy amplifiers and operate at 
the level of magnetoeletric energies, the thought-directed energy frequencies of the 
healer may be intensified and simultaneously broadcast at a distant to the patient.” 
(Vibrational Medicine, page 342) 
 
Without getting too scientific on you, Vibrational Medicine is a great book to read if you 
are interested in learning more about the studies that support energy healing and 
focused prayer. Dr. Gerber concluded in his book, “the spiritual healer works as a 
power source of multiple frequency outputs to allow energy shifts at several [energy 
field] levels simultaneously.” (Vibrational Medicine, 319) 
 
So … what can you do to help tragedies such as natural or man-made disasters, war-
torn communities, and individual animals and people who have been harmed or are ill?   

• Send focused prayers or energy healing to those affected. If you can do this with 
like-minded friends and family at the same time (whether you are together in the 
same location or at different locations), your energy will come together and 
amplify!  

• If you are certified in Reiki Level Two or higher, you can use the distant healing 
symbol to send energy.  

• If you are certified in Integrated Energy Therapy, you can create a heartlink to 
send distant healing. 

• If you have a Clear Quartz (a crystal that can be programmed with thought) you 
can project your prayers and healing into the crystal. You can also set up a grid 
with that clear quartz and other healing crystals to send healing to specific 
situations and locations. 

• Send out group prayer and healing requests on social media pages and ask that 
people come together at specific days and times to send healing.  
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Our world has been riddled with unspeakable tragedies recently: the massive tornado in 
Moore, Oklahoma, the Boston Marathan bombing, the mass murder in Newtown, 
Connecticut, the movie theater slayings in Aurora, Colorado, and too many more.  
 
When you feel helpless and do not know what to do to help people, animals and 
communities in the aftermath of a tragedy, please take just a minute or two to send 
focused prayer and energy healing. And if you can have others join in with you, it will be 
even stronger.  
 
If you want to learn more about how to send distant healing, join me in my classes in 
Crystal Healing, Integrated Energy Therapy and Reiki. Visit 
www.manifestedharmony.com/training to check out training dates and details.

 
All  my best, 
 

 
 
All ie 

 
 

Join the conversation on my social  media pages! 

 


